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Overview
This thesis aims to solve inland urban flooding in residential communities of
southwestern Washington D.C. by refining the current urban surface there.
By learning from the natural mountainous surface of the area, this study proposes
a plan to add a new layer of urban surface above the original highly developed
ground, in order to collect, recycle clean rainwater, and reduce the stress on
the urban sewer system. The conclusion of the design strategies rebuilds a
sustainable urban infrastructure system for the decaying urban residential area,
with influence from the disciplines of both landscape and architecture.

Climate Decision flood simulation of Washington, DC1
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1. Climate Decision flood simulation of Washington, DC,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93hmFYccNlg

Methodology
The thesis study is composed of three phrases: the first part investigation
- consists of research on the general background of D.C’s climate changes and
the social interactions between vulnerable neighbors after a flooding event;
followed by the principle study - interior urban flooding issues and a concept
test; and finally, design proposal - a set of design strategies based on the
specific environmental conditions in the local districts.

+
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Site
The selected site is located in the central part of southwestern D.C., which is
a historical place with a complex history of urban renewal. The research area
starts at G Street Southwest and ends at M Street Southwest; it consists mainly
of the residential district in between 3rd Street Southwest and Lansburgh Park.
The site was chosen because it represents a typical residential model in the low
inland community, also according to a 50-100 year projection of flood risk, it is
one of the most endangered neighborhoods in the area.
By studying this community, the research is expected to initiate a more efficient
discussion regarding to interior land flooding for today’s cities, especially some
major metropolises.
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Phase 1 Investigation
Potential issue analysis and case study

Carl Mydans & the Alley Dwellers of Washington, D.C., 1935
http://johnedwinmason.typepad.com/john_edwin_mason_photogra/2010/11/carl-mydanswashington-dc.html
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Abstract
The study topic focuses on strategies to mitigate the flooding effects, brought
by the climate change, to the physically and socially vulnerable residential
communities along Southwestern area of Washington D.C.. The first phase used
flooding and economic data to analyze the potentially threatened areas in D.C.,
and then looked at related examples around the globe in recent years. These
cases talk about how the water level rising influences different fields. Most of the
effort in Phase 1 was invested into a general site data collection and comparison
of the hydrological effects in a few years by means of mapping out the layered
information. The main finding in this phase showed a dynamic relationship
between income and vulnerability to flooding, which inspired the focus for the
next phase. These kinds of messages are the foundation for the following work in
narrowing down the research questions to a specific problem and having a clear
understanding of the original site.

DC figure groud flood map 1

1. http://greatergreaterwashington.org/post/28518/here-is-a-map-of-something-in-dc-can-youguess-what/
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Introduction

Methods

This phase consists of preparation for the next phrase’s research. The effort was
put into collecting relative hydrological and residential conditions in D.C. and
analyzing the potential flooding in those areas.

1. Research the urban development history of D.C.
2. Map the potential vulnerable low income residential areas
3. Research the current strategies that have been taken to prevent the urban
flooding event
4. Analyze the precedents and the relative solutions from a global scope

Washington D.C., the capital city of the United States, was founded and
constructed based on the 1791 urban plan by Pierre Charles L’Enfant. But
the urban development through the centuries has led to the relocation of highincome people outside of the city. This has also created a condition where most
of the low-income residential areas in D.C. are now at risk for flooding because
of their low-lying positions. The goal for the first phase is to gather the relative
information in order to make a statement about the potential risk of the vulnerable
communities.

13

1.1 Hydrological threats
Global factor

Regional factor

Occasional factor

Wahington DC
Chesapeake Bay
impact crater

Wahington DC

Global sea level rise

Sea level rise is now being regarded as a global issue. It has
been estimated to be on average between +2.6 millimetres
(0.10 in) and 2.9 millimetres (0.11 in) per year ± 0.4
millimetres (0.016 in) since 1993. What’s worse, sea level rise
has accelerated in recent years.1

1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_level_rise
2. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chesapeake_Bay_impact_crater
3. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Washington,_D.C._tornadoes
14

Wahington DC - sinking

Because of geological history, the crater formed by a bolide
about 35 million years ago shaped the whole Chesapeake
Bay impact crater, the recent clues showed that, this impact
crater is still effecting the surrounding coastal environment,
which may bring land subsidence, river diversion, disruption
of coastal aquifers, ground instability, and location of
Chesapeake Bay. 2

Storms and hurricanes

Due to its special geographical location, the city is easily
influenced by severe convective coastal weather. From the
relative records, there has been 93 known hurricanes, tropical
storms and tropical depressions which affected the U.S. state
of Maryland, as well as Washington, D.C..3

Potential challenge

Based on the collected data, there
are different reasons that will lead
the flooding events in Washington
DC. The current strategies are not
efficient enough to stop the threats from
occurring.

Figure ground
Flooding map
Levee
Hurricanes
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1.2 Urban growth time line
Urban sprawl

Since the establishment of D.C, it has experienced several
large urban sprawl, and the city is now a result of different
plans throught the history.

1791

1792
L’ENFANT Plan

1840

1900

1940

1980

1850
Andrew Jackson Downing produced
a plan around the Mall and White
House.

1900
The ideas of Federal Triangle were
generated

1950
Southeast/ Southwest Freeway
Center Leg freeway
Southwest Urban Renewal

1980~
The influence of the chief
L’Enfant vistas: 8th Street NW.
The population change by wards

1861~1865
American Civil War
1898
McMillan Plan
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Pictures from Jeffrey N.Fugate, City study Washington D.C.
History of Washington, D.C.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Washington,_D.C.

1926
The beginning of project
1929-31
Models of Federal Triangle
development were finished

Population distribution

With the urban growth of D.C, the population also showed
a change based on the urban morphology transformation
through the history.

From the original plan, DC has
experienced through several
main expansions during the
urban development and renewal
movements, these activities changed
the composition of DC’s populations.

1870
By 1870, the District’s population had
grown 75% from the previous census
to nearly 132,000 residents.
Despite the city’s growth, Washington
still had dirt roads and lacked basic
sanitation. The situation was so bad
that some members of Congress
suggested moving the capital further
west, but President Ulysses S. Grant
refused to consider such a proposal.
----------Newspaper Row on
Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington,
D.C., 1874

1898
Because of the spread of the City
Beautiful movement, a progressive
ideology that intended to build civic
virtue in the poor through important,
monumental architecture. Several of
the Commission members, including
Daniel Burnham and Frederick Law
Olmsted, Jr. had in fact participated
a redevelopment plan called The
McMillan Plan, it was an early form
of urban renewal that removed many
of the slums that surrounded the
Capitol, replacing them with new
public monuments and government
buildings.

1950
DC’s urban renewal made a lot of low
income groups citizens have to move
to the suburban area. The central
city became into a highly developed
Upscale community.

1963
Civil Rights marchers at the Lincoln
Memorial, August 28, 1963. In the
postwar years, whites who were
better established economically
began to move to newer housing in
adjoining states in the suburbanization
movement that occurred around most
major cities. They were aided by
the extensive highway construction
undertaken by federal and state
governments.
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1.3 Vulnerable community
Definition of Vulnerable communities
The ordinary use of the word ‘vulnerability’ refers to the capacity
to be wounded, i.e., the degree to which a system is likely to
experience harm due to exposure to a hazard. 1
Vulnerability in this context can be defined as the diminished
capacity of an individual or group to anticipate, cope with, resist
and recover from the impact of a natural or man-made hazard.
The concept is relative and dynamic. Vulnerability is most often
associated with poverty, but it can also arise when people are
isolated, insecure and defenseless in the face of risk, shock or
stress.

INcome

living condition

$$$

>60

<20

People differ in their exposure to risk as a result of their social
group, gender, ethnic or other identity, age and other factors.
Vulnerability may also vary in its forms: poverty, for example,
may mean that housing is unable to withstand an earthquake
or a hurricane, or lack of preparedness may result in a slower
response to a disaster, leading to greater loss of life or
prolonged suffering.
-The International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies (IFRC)2
The economical and physical conditions of the vulnerable
communities limit the potential solutions while they facing an
devastating disaster. They may not be able to retreat or afford
new houses with more favorable geographical locations. The
fact sets the basic needs of changing the current low-land
urban residential morphology in order to protect the local
residents.

health

occupation

Type1 :coastal flooding
Houses

Type2: inner urban flooding
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1. Vulnerability definitions
https://www.weadapt.org/knowledge-base/vulnerability/vulnerability-definitions
2. What is vulnerability?
http://www.ifrc.org/en/what-we-do/disaster-management/about-disasters/whatis-a-disaster/what-is-vulnerability/

age

Houses

Population density and
income range
The overlapped information showed
a clear scope of the relationship
between income, population density
and flooding potential.

Levee
population density

low income area
flooding area
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1.4 Case study
Room for the River Waal
Project description:
The work in Nijmegen is part of a national program in the
Netherlands called “Room for the River.” The new approach
relies on broadening and deepening floodplains, removing
groins that obstruct water flow and creating other ways of
allowing more water to pass safely.
Design background:
With a history that goes back 2,000 years, Nijmegen is the
oldest city in the Netherlands. The city’s medieval center
suffered heavy damage in World War II — the epic film “A
Bridge Too Far” was about fighting in Nijmegen. The city
center today is a mix of very old and new architecture, and is
located close to the river. Economically, Nijmegen is emerging
as a knowledge center in the health sector, with a leading role
played by a local university that specializes in research. But
the river itself remains important: the Waal is Europe’s busiest
river, and the inland port in Nijmegen is Europe’s largest. But
because of the risk of flooding, a lot of local residents have
moved away to find a safer place to live.
Relevance and conclusion:
In this case, the river overflow has a seasonal effect on the
waterfront of Nijmegen, but the threat of flooding to the local
communities is similar to the flooding I am concerned with
in this thesis. The method of treating water is very simple,
intelligent and sensitive to the natural conditions. Without any
doubt, earth is the most essential thing for sustaining life. In
the Nijmegen adaptation project, by sacrificing part of the
land, people gain the chance of surviving flooding. Also, the
design strategies used remind me about the advantages of
using bridges as a kind of connection through the site; it is a
very inspiring example of a project done to combat rising water
levels.
20

Pictures from Room for the river Waal
http://www.ruimtevoordewaal.nl/en/room-for-the-river-waal/

Issue

Strategy
waal river

waal river

dyke with housing
and vegetation

new island

agricultural land

seepage
screen and
quay

Background
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1.4 Case study
Sea change Boston
Project description:
Advocating for a long-term resilient strategy for the Greater
Boston area, Sasaki launched a research initiative on sea
level rise called Sea Change. The Sea Change design team
tapped into a very systemic practice to engage in preparedness
planning at the building, city, and regional scale.
Design background:
It is projected that sea levels will rise two feet by mid-century
and six feet by 2100. The new tide line will transform the
coastal landscape of Greater Boston and increase the
probability of a major storm devastating the metropolitan
regional system based on the considerations of local resources,
capacity building and economy of means. Almost 60% of the
current land would be submerged under the water level, and all
of urban life in the area will be badly affected.
Relevance and conclusion:
Boston is a major urban area on the east coast, and has a
pretty similar situation to D.C. , though the surging water in
the next century is projected to be even larger than what is
happening in Washington D.C.. The project done by Sasaki
took a more systematic view to deal with the issues brought
about by the sea level rising. It does not only talk about how we
can keep our infrastructure and places for entertainment, but
also provided many suggestions about potential architectural
responses.
The research from this phase built up a deeper understanding
of the initial question: what will be the potential threats to the
vulnerable groups of people in D.C.’s urban area and what they
are going to confront in the future?

Sasaki, Sea change Boston,
http://www.sasaki.com/project/360/sea-change-boston/zh/
22

Issue

Strategy

Background
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Findings + Conclusions
The research from this phrase built up a comprehensive understanding about
the initial question: what will be the potential threat to the vulnerable group of
people in D.C’s urban area and what they are going to confront in the future?
The main investigation has been split into three parts: the main climate
challenges for D.C. urban areas, the most vulnerable communities’ generations
and conditions, and finally, the potential solutions, using the case studies
presented here. The analysis about climate change and global warming clarify
the risk to the D.C. metro area, including potential sea level rise, land sinking and
hurricanes, all of which have already caused losses financially and naturally. It is
a fairly serious state for a capital city. Besides, the urban development process
of D.C. tells us that the unbalanced residential area planning and renewal put
the relatively low-income people into a risky place: coastal flooding plains and
low inland areas. It should be considered that the current strategies, such as
levees, cannot really be an effective method to prevent flooding in the future. The
basic background research about low-income communities also makes it clear
that they are the vulnerable group when facing the potential threats from natural
disaster in the future. The possible solutions for urban flooding vary from one
another in the case studies, but the precedents indeed expanded the potential
options for solving urban flooding. They answered the site specific issues while
also solving the local issues.
Based on the conclusions from Phase I, the site would be selected through a
mapping method and the exact locations of neighborhoods would help to push
the development of a potential design.

24

Assessment
The research of this part is mainly gathered through a large scale view, including
climate analysis, urban development and neighborhood learning. These are the
necessary steps, but some of the information is still too general to be used.
Although the original plan was to also look through the relative theories in urban
residential housing and the relative regulations statements, the schedule turned
out to be a little tight at the end, and there has no more chance to review the
relevant documents.
The starting point of the first phase’s investigation is clear and has led the
research in a logical direction. The study should be followed by more details
about the conditions in order to analyze the principles behind the issue itself.
The graphic messages are more focused on the mapping method. In the next
phase, the research will be focused in a smaller and precise scope to discuss the
possibilities for fixing the problem.

25
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Phase 2 Principle Study

Analysis and strategies of urban storm flooding
in Southwestern Washington D.C

1933 chesapeake potomac hurricane
http://www.shorpy.com/node/18093
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Abstract
Urban flooding is a large topic with a series of varied causes, each needing a
different treatment to solve the specific problem. The discussion scope has been
zoomed inward from the previous phase, and this phase will talk specifically
issues of inland urban storm water flooding in D.C. It will research how to deal
with heavy precipitation in urban areas during certain amounts of time. To answer
these questions, the study during this phrase analyzed the original physical
urban conditions of Southwestern D.C, and used photographs as a method of
recording a series of local communities’ current conditions. The investigation
results in a basic strategy and concept proposal for re-directing the water
circulation in urban systems.

28

Introduction

Methods

The investigation during this phase looks at the urban flooding issue more in
depth than the last phase. The research began by looking at the exact conditions
of the residential areas in question in Southwestern D.C., then talking inland
urban flooding by analyzing the rainfall circulation system, coming up with an
abstract concept model to catch and recycle extra rainfall. This phase concludes
with a new prototype made by modifying the combinations of the modules.

1. Map the key information layers to find the certain inland flooding areas,
especially the places with high density residents
2. Visit and record the site’s current conditions
3. Study the inland flooding cases to find relative solution
4. Concept model make and test

Due to the lack of a well-developed drainage system, urban flooding has became
a more and more common situation for lots of metropolises. Because there is very
little open soil for absorbing the rainfall, most of the high intensity precipitation
causes urban flooding because of concrete’s incapacity for transporting or
draining a vast volume of water in a short amount of time. This type of interior
urban flooding would disturb daily life, cause the economic losses, and sometimes
may even lead people’s deaths. It has been a problem that cannot continue to
be ignored.

29

2.1Research topic

Anacostia Park

+

Southwestern D.C

+

Potomac Yard Center

+

+

+
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+

Georgetown Waterfront Park

+

Alexandria

Belle Haven Park, Virginia

+

Congressional Cemetery

Defense Intelligence Agency

Inland flooding
Southwestern D.C

Coastal flooding

The data, which comes from Alterra – Wageningen UR, shows that in urban
areas, the risk of large-scale flooding is substantial, with low-lying urban areas
flooding much more frequently. Globally, the average annual risk of a large flood
hitting a city is about 1.3% for urban areas that are more than 10 meters above
sea level, and 4.9% for urban areas at lower elevations. In other words, urban
areas that are less than 10m above sea level face an average annual risk of
about one in twenty of being hit by a large flood. Local flooding risk results from
a complex combination of local climate, permeation, and topography, among
other factors. About 16% of the cities that are hit by large floods are flooded in
multiple years.1

Anacostia Park
Alexandria
Congressional Cemetery
Defense Intelligence Agency

Urban storm flooding

Fluvial flooding
Belle Haven Park, Virginia
Georgetown Waterfront Park
Potomac Yard Center

1. Do floods shift economic activity to safer areas?
Adriana Kocornik-Mina, Thomas McDermott, Guy Michaels, Ferdinand Rauch 21 January 2016
http://voxeu.org/article/flooded-cities
31

In June 2006, heavy rains inundated Constitution Avenue and the Mall and Federal Triangle area (visualized here), causing millions of dollars of damage and forcing government facilities to
close for several days. http://www.nationalmallunderground.org/problem/
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Washington D.C flooding history

Current situation of the site

M
53,697

A historic district with a lot of
historic preservation buildings

High-density commiunities of a mixed
races, most of them are working class

Water front is close to the communities,
which is one of the most welcomed
environment in D.C

Transportation net in a organized way
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2.2 Principle of urban stormwater flooding

Urban Water circulation

The flow of rainwater in urban land
will go through several procedures
before finally being caught in a natural
environment or treated in a water plant.

Potomac River upstream

Drinking water plant

Intense rainfall

Ponds

Urban greenland system

Urban residential area
Southwestern Washington DC

Underground water layer
Urban sewer system

Waste water plant

Potomac River downstream

34

Industrial factory

Current hydro-relative physical condition

Topography

Road system

Flood area and levee

Greenland system

Watershed and tunnels
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Principle of urban flooding
Rainfall
Rain garden
Add open soil

Roof garden

Alleviation flood
crest

Permeable
pavement
Add storage space

Construct
underground tunnel

Urban wetland

Topography

he main reasons for urban flooding depend on a series of complex conditions
at the sites. The volume of rainfall, the specific topography occupied by the
residential communities, the soil condition drainage capacity, also the discharge
volume of the sewer system, should all be considered.
The main strategy will be to alleviate the flood crest by extending the flowing time
for water and creating more porous space for holding the extra water.

36

Soil
Condition

Discharge volume

Regional hydro-relative physical conditions in SW D.C.

Area:
1320000
Square ft

Topography

Combined Sewer system

Buildings

Area:
2464000
Square ft

Road surface

Area:
15644000
Square ft

Area:
1110000
Square ft

Parking lots

Waterbody and park
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2.3 Concept exploration
From the understanding of rain water circulations on site, the basic idea was
decoded to make a new layer of surface above the zero level, to catch up the
abundant clean water and in store it on site during the peak time, after filtration,
reuse as a sustainable water resource for local communities.

Conceptual hybrid drawing

38

Model of Acrylic plate showing a potential surface above the sections’ slide
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Rainwater collect strategy

Clean rain water

Clean rain water

Clean rain water

Clean
water
storage
Grey water

Black water

Grey water

Water treatment plant

Normal time

Collect rain water
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Black water

Grey water

Water treatment plant

Water treatment plant
Flood time

Store and filter off

Black water

Strategy

Recycle and reuse

Prototype model test
The three prototypes are all based on the catching water
idea. Imagining to create another layer of surface to
absorb rainwater before it reaches the urban ground, these
constructions are acting as tentacles into the sky to collect
water and reuse it as a green resource.

41

Prototype’s function development
The functions of the infrastructures are
not limited about water cycling; they are
also designed to be an engine for creating
hydropower and food, a public space for
entertainments

Flooding resilient system

Water collection

Water filter

Water storage

Urban farming

Water recycle

Bouldering

Bungee

Resource recycle system

Electricity plant
Entertainment system

Swimming
42

Prototype’s rendering

43

2.3 Concept exploration
References of overflow

Water clock

44

Bathtub

Glory hole for the dam

Prototype adjustment

Stand as a single structure

Link with each other

Adapt to the current environment
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2.4 Site adaptive strategy

46

Proposal of the urban transections
Carrollsburg Condominium

River Park Mutual Homes

Riverside Condominium

Parking lots

King Greenleaf Recreation Center

Rain water collection

Sports fields

Urban Wetland

Temperature adjustment

Urban farming land

Community greenspace

Recycle of the clean water

Sea view platforms

Birds habitates

Walking bridge

Entertainment

Riverside walkway

Skating field

Gathering space
Potential Hydropower

Potential Hydropower

Roof garden

Sky park

Wave land
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Findings + Conclusions
The study in this phase declared the direction of urban flooding, and brought
a deep understanding about the mechanism by which rainfall-caused inland
flooding can be solved. The main questions that have been addressed were:
what is an inland urban flooding? What causes the disasters? How do we
solve this problem? Based on the conclusion from the first phase of study,
the research during second phrase clarified the specific direction about urban
flooding, narrowing the research focus down to the potential inland storm water
flooding issue in residential area of Southwestern D.C. A potential strategy was
proposed for dealing with the flooding, which consists of adding a new, flexible
layer above the existing ground to collect rainwater and create a new residential
landscape for local communities.

48

This phase started by first looking through the historical timeline of flood events
in D.C. This showed clear evidence of the effect climate change has had on
the urban flooding issue. Since the original site has a relatively low topography
compared with its surroundings, it actually can not be effectively protected by the
levee system. This fact also helped to highlight the importance of manipulating
the topography in order to be successful with the storm water management.
Also, by analyzing the principles of urban rainfall circulation, the main cause of
inland flooding was learned, which is inefficient drainage in urban areas during
periods of sudden, intense, rainfall. By testing with clay models, the conclusion
resulted into a new topographic surface to collect the extra precipitation in order
to reuse it for local residents as a secondary clean source. The trumpet-shaped
single structure is one of the developed concepts. It acts as a new hydrological
infrastructure in the city to recycle water and defend the residential area, but
also can be composed with multiple functions, and erected as a monumental
reminder about the future environment simultaneously. The modifications of the
prototypes were then explored based on the detailed site analysis. The current
land-use conditions was mapped out in Southwestern D.C., and a test has been

started to test some ways to combine artificial surface with the local existing
constructions.
The study in Phase II has set up some basic framework for developing a
design proposal. The next phase will consist of more experiments and tests to
determine potential solutions to this issue, which would also be focused on the
built environment in Southwestern D.C., and based on the actual calculation
of the rain water runoff storage needs in certain areas. Also, the scale will be
another crucial aspect for discussion. It is also important to take into account
the advantages of applying the potential new infrastructure rather than building
a simple rain garden.

Assessment
This study in Phase II was a substantial part of the whole thesis process. It was a
good opportunity to clarify the study direction and thoughts from a general scope
of the previous phase.
When looking in depth at the urban flooding issue itself at the beginning of
this phase, the study really shows the causes’ differentiation behind the same
fact. Even though Southwestern D.C is fairly close to the waterfront, most of
the frequent flooding risks at this highly density area would caused by intense
rainfall rather than fluvial flooding or sea level rising, which means the current
levee system cannot really protect the residents from the potential threat. This
fact affected the potential strategies during the following research. The analysis
of urban water circulation, site hydrological conditions, overflow principles and
case studies all contribute to the conceptual proposals, but it seems there are
still some precise details missed. There is a need to have a more solid data
based research rather than only an ideological study.
The research process also leads the thought of manipulating the urban
topography, which is a try to resist the gravity. People cannot ignore the existence
of their gravity, and neither can water. This means we have to find a solution to
create surfaces which identify the space both for people and for water, making
the surface as efficient as possible. Because people can not fight against water,
they can only learn to live with water.

49
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Phase 3 Design Solution
Systematic strategies response to the interior
urban flooding in Southwestern Washington D.C

This 1965 photograph depicts the new development as they are nearing
completion in Southwest DC.
https://whosedowntown.wordpress.com/urban-renewal-the-story-ofsouthwest-d-c/
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Abstract
The design site was selected to be the impermeable surfaces in the communities
of Southwestern D.C., and more detailed considerations regarding local
neighbors were also made. To continue from the results of my research in the
last phase, the work during this phase will be to figure out a systematic solution
for the local communities with adaptive functions and connecting potentials. The
system should not only deal with water collection, but also needs to have an
ability to be used as time passes, and bring in another layer of social value to
the surrounding neighbors. A series of analysis was done based on the flooding
data and topography changes, as well as site-specific urban morphology and the
needs of local residents. These findings led to a cohesive new infrastructure for
this area, which brings in a new sense of vigor for its future development.
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Introduction

Methods

Based on the results of my study of the urban flooding issue, this phase was
directed to focus on specific urban surfaces: roofing, parking lots and lowefficiency use urban green space. The design phase started with a clarification
of the initial concept generated from the previous research, and evolved into a
more complex perspective: how to involve and manipulate dynamic flows on the
site. Storm flooding is part of the process, but also human and energy circulation
should also be taken into consideration. Analysis of the contrasting structures of
typical urban land and natural mountains drove me to consider the potential of
my proposed design – the flexible surface above the original urban ground – and
inspired me to adapt my design for the water collectors.

1. Map the potential sites in Southwestern D.C for building a new functional
surface.
2. Analyze the needs from local community
3. Study the morphology of the current urban ground
4. Concept model making
5. Material study

The systematic infrastructure was designed in three prototypes based on their
original conditions: Habitat Garden, on the rooftop of a tall building, Sky Park,
above the parking lots, and the green sports field, built over the reclaimed
urban green space. The consideration of dynamic flow led the whole design.
The variations changes in structural elevation provides a possibility for creating
hydro power. The vertically connected system was designed with consideration
for water collecting and recycling, and the pedestrian passages were designed
in between water collectors to support the transportation that happens during
times of flooding. The three sets of green infrastructure work together as a
new defense against the coming natural disasters, while creating possibilities for
closer communications between local residents.
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3.1Design Principle
Inspirations

Layered urban surface & Continuously variable surface
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The contrast variations between
a highly-developed layered urban
ground and a continous natural
valley inspired the idea about adding
the valuable possibilities for people
and water by applying a flexible
topography.

Model Study

Projections and depressions
When the projections and depressions
are translated into a large scale, the
featured landscape suddenly gains
a double potential for both people
passing and water collecting.
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3.2 Site Functions Analysis
Collect the random-flowing water
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Link the isolated communities

Create separated entertainment space

Provide more green surface
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3.3 Design Strategies

Target Design Area
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Linkage Between Communities

System Topologies Distribution

Vegetation Buffer Zone
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3.4 Regional Design
Master plan 1/400’
Roof Garden

Parking Park

Green field
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Master plan During Flooding 1/400’
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Flooding management

Regular water volume

Transection of the community 1/200’
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Storm water holding

Release extra rain water

Resources creation

Hydropower generate

Water recycle

Green island expand
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Section Of The Typologies System

Flow direction
Overflow direction
Roof top garden
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Parkng garden

The section showed a redesigned circulation of the rainwater, which brings a
possibility for creating hydropower, with watering the green land, also provides
a new park system for the local residents.

Sewer pipe
Sports basin

Green field

City Road
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Roof top garden
Built in a certain size grid, holding water as
a habitat for birds and micro lives above the
rooftop

FIleter system

Water pavilion

Vegtation vessel
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Terraced garden

Athletic track

Tree nursery

Swimming pool

Urban farmland

Beach

Parkng garden

Sports basin

Providing different activities’ spaces for
residents to interact with each other, also
linking the higher stories of the buildings

Sports fields can be used through the time,
where can act as a water basin for the extra
rainfall collectors during flooding event.

FIleter system

FIleter system

Bicycle track

Bio basin

Trampoline playground

Baseball basin

Skate field

Amphitheatre

Lawn

Basketball basin

Green basin
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3.5 Master Plan

Parking lot sky park plan 1/20’
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Passages and entrances

Entertainment material

Hard structures’ Topology

Colomns and pipes

Parking lots

The parking park is designed based on the different assemblies of the
entertainment activities around the communities. It is supported by a grid
column system on the top of parking space.
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The view from roof top garden shows a habitat for people to observe birds
during the sunny days, also a clear scenery for the surrounding urban
landscape.
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During the rainy seasons, the parking park will act as a bridge system to link
the different communites, in order to help them get access to the outer city
rather than being blocked by the flooding event.
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After the heavy rain, the depressed sport filed can also be used as a urban
pond, which actually provides a new potential for playing with water. The paved
surface is also an ideal place for collecting sediments from the flooding water,
which makes sure to clean the water before it flows away.
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Findings + Conclusions
During the review of the previous phase, specific questions were asked by critics
such as: where should the concept structure sit? What it will look like? How
will it actually function? Through a clearer understanding of local communities’
physical conditions, the questions above was able to be answered.
At the beginning, it was hard to decide on a site because the previous observations
showed well organized and highly developed conditions, and the purpose of
the new proposal is to not interrupt the original built environment, but to affect
change while maintaining it as a low impact development. But when starting to
look the inefficient permeable urban surface, it was found there are still some
vacant spaces which can be improved: the large rooftops, open air parking lots,
and the large sport fields or green spaces. The experience of choosing a site
reminds a possibility of looking at problems from a new perspective, as there will
always be something to do to make a difference.
Clarifying the target sites made it easier to design efficiently and illustrated
ways to develop a multifunctional system. The local communities need linked
passages and more open space for public activities, as well as a resolution to
their flooding issue. This objective condition opened up more possibilities related
to my original idea, and helped me rethink the performance quality of Municipal
facilities. What we need for tomorrow may not only be a place for storing water,
but should also work as a framework for connecting local groups, for bringing
ecological effects into the public eye, and for revitalizing segregated residential
areas.
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The dynamic flow is another key idea to be developed over the course of this
phase; it is one of the most effective parts of the whole process. The structure
works to create a new circulation and framework for green resources. How does
the water flow through the system? What will happen if there is a storm? How

does the system work with other environmental conditions? Where will people
go by following the tunnels between water systems? These are all very valuable
questions that need to be addressed during the design process. Also the stress
on the flexibility showed a useless effort that has been spent on searching for
a symbolic form for the collector module. Design should work with form, but it
should rely on a clear function first and foremost.
Finally, an abstract idea was developed into a more reliable and site-specific
proposal during the last phase. But the study still has space for evolution. .
Because the inland flooding is growing into a global threat, particularly to those
metropolises, it would be possible to expand this study into another phase asking:
Can this strategy also be applied to other cities? How it will change as global
warming has worldwide effects over time? Will it be able to do more? If these
questions could be solved with more exploration and research, the potential of
this system would be more meaningful for the future of cities.

Assessment
Phase III was productive for the whole thesis. The design progress was a great
means for negotiating between the original intention and the physical realistic.
The previous phases and conclusions were fairly helpful as generating a more
developed idea and brought new meanings into it.
Although the design concept was decided very early, the over-strengthening of
the spatial form made me miss many precious opportunities to explore the actual
quality of the system function. The discussion became interesting only when
the topic was zoomed into a single building or a single parking lot, since the
dimensions are key for making the whole design site-specific. The explorations
of different topologies’ water collectors also broadened my design skills. The
original trumpet-shaped structure that being firstly designed could easily be
regarded as single object, but for such a large scale, an interactive system
would be more effective and applicable. The process helped me realize the
importance of thinking about systems as a whole while solving an urban issue.
The opportunity to discuss the design diagrams and drawings during the review
was the most exciting part. The comments are impressive and the thing has
been realized that whatever the design itself looks like, a good designer should
always be able to transform it into a clear and intentional graphic expression for
the audience. Designs are not only telling a story, but also expressing the flow
of your thoughts.
There are a lot of great suggestions during the final presentation. If there is a
chance to do this again, the study would look more carefully at the circulation and
paths design within the system. Also, the structures now are highly conceptually
composed – it is not really a logical solution to put the water tank above the thin
columns at such a high elevation, and the physical support may need further
development.
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Overall Assessment
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Final Conclusions
The whole thesis process was a valuable experience of learning how to solve
an inland urban flooding issue by applying a combination of landscape and
architecture strategies. The accumulation of thinking and discovery provided
a clearer understanding of natural disasters in current cities, as well as an
opportunity to develop a different answer to this type of question.
The first phase was intended to clarify information. The investigation in Phase
I was mainly focused on background research regarding D.C.’s flooding and
the effect it has had on local communities. It seemed that the key strategy was
identifying the exact flooding issue in the local community and being specific
about the phenomenon’s status. A few questions needed to be asked: where
will the flooding happen? How frequent it will be? How many residents would
be affected if nothing is done? What kinds of actions have been taken to
avoid disaster? The climate conditions in D.C. are influenced by a series of
unpredictable elements – the complex situation may be over-simplified, leading
to an unreliable research process, followed by a false conclusion. It has been a
trend to blame most flooding event as a natural result of global sea level rising,
which is not quite correct. The selection of different residential sites objectively
based on the D.C’s flooding map helped a lot for analyzing, comparing more
rationally and finding the causes of the issue in the next step.
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Phase II was relied more on abstract discussions of the principles behind the
flooding and the conceptual solution. As the study deepened, it was being
realized that the actual influence of interior urban flooding is more frequent and
threatening to the southwestern parts of D.C. Also, there is not yet a clear and
efficient solution to intense rainfall, which is the main cause of inland flooding.
The research on interior urban flooding gradually led the prototype direction from
a horizontal view – the pavement – into a vertical transition of urban surfaces
– that is, working with tall buildings, parking lots, etc. By simplifying the urban

morphology and the natural topography, the prototype of the strategy also
resolved projection and depression. The clay prototype helped build a very clear
vision of the duality of the flexible surface. The research illustrated that even
a simple change to the urban surface could provide infinite possibilities for a
solution to the flooding. From the site visit, it has been learnt that the current
status of the built environment in these communities are all in good condition, and
furthermore, that these areas are full of historically preserved architecture. The
question became how to redefine the current urban surface without disrupting
the original urban context. Instead instigating another big, disruptive process
of urban renewal, the conclusion was to keep this a low impact development
for local communities, and try to find the most efficient urban surfaces for the
following design.
Based on the findings in previous studies, the third phase was tasked with
transferring the design prototype into a more connected and comprehensive
system according to the physical conditions in Southwestern D.C. The design
was intended for installation on three typical urban surfaces: rooftops, open-air
parking lots and idle urban green space. From the objective needs from local
neighbors, there has a necessity of adding energy functions, entertainment and
demonstrations of ecological effect into the basic scheme. This way, the system
itself has been evolved into a skeleton with multiple supports for the whole area,
which can be not only used as a rainwater tank, but also serve as a secondary
connections for local community members even during a flooding event, as
an ecological corridor for the whole city, and also for the protection of natural
species. Finally, the new vision of the system is that Southwestern D.C., which
has experienced several urban renewal movements due to its continuous decay,
will be revitalized by this new urban surface, and come to realize the possibilities
of rebuilding its promising future.

Final Assessment
This thesis has been more like a meaningful process of testing an ideological
idea about the realistic issue. It helped to build a comprehensive logic research
method through the different phases. From the thesis process, there initiated not
only gained strategies for logical thinking about the original flooding issue, but
also exposed the shortcomings of the whole investigation.
The research did not always proceed smoothly with the direction changing again
and again. The first phase went especially slowly due to the unclear definition of
the research topic; the struggle of finding a standing point stopped the efficient
research about the sites’ cultural and social background for a fairly long time.
The process went better during the second phase; the abstract thinking and
analysis helped to develop a clear understanding of the issue and the potential
strategies. The discussion was developed based on an interaction between
the physical conditions and the ideological model. Also the inspiration from
the ground surface brought in a theoretical layer, which is the most exciting
product of this phase. But the following design soon fell into a form game. At
the beginning of the third phase, the research was still not quantified and it was
hard to discuss specifics such as dimensions and scale. The last phase was the
most intense part. The fantasy around the shapes and forms was finally being
broken from a detailed consideration on the functions, followed by a systematic
design strategies discussion. Still, the delay of the specific site selection made
the schedule very tight at the end, and the design itself lost a good chance to be
developed and polished. The final prototype was rough on details and lacked a
background of solid thinking about the circulation of the rainwater.
As for the working method, the time management during the testing phase was
problematic. It was only realized later that the research took too much time and
there seems have no more chance that would have liked to focus on the design
itself. Drawings and models are always useful and informative, but they were

not fully utilized in this process. Not making enough drawings meant that the
thinking couldn’t process as fast as it should have liked during the study. It was
not until the last phase that being realized how efficient it could be to just draw
a simple picture of the site. From the feedback during the final presentation, the
importance of using clear diagrams to express a design idea was also being
mentioned, and the critics indeed read the previous analytical diagrams as a
part of the whole study, and gained the principle ideas from them which drove
the latter design phrase. However, there is still some space for improving the
representation skills in a logical and reasonable direction, especially in the way
of labelling. The renderings have been tried as a idea testing method thorough
the different phases in this thesis, rather than only for representation of a final
idea at the end, and it was very helpful. By mocking up a vision of the scenario,
details of the design were also presented. The collaged images can directly
show how much I have considered in my mind. Models have limited possibilities
for dimensions, so they were not workable for large regional planning. But even
simply testing on a clay model was so inspiring for the study. Thinking with the
hands is indeed helpful for a researching.
The thesis procedure illustrated the necessity of keeping an open and critical
mind with regard to the research question. Even common things had different
unusual answers and possibilities. Using the natural topography to talk the
potential of urban land is also a special experience, this strategy lent the thesis
an interdisciplinary quality. It was also valuable to expand the final discussion
to big-scale, systematic thought. Because the nature and urban environment all
run as a matrix, it would be hard to realize any envisage without a clear sense of
the dynamic workflow in this Complex Giant System.
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